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Abstract

The motion of charged particJ.es in an axially synmetric

magnetic field of cusp configuration is studied by means of

numerical calculations. A particular attention is paid to

a non-adiabatic zone. The computer results are compared with

a simplified loss cone model and it is shown that there is

a critical value of non-adiabaticity parameter which defines

an effective size of the non-adiabatic zone.



§1. Introduction

A plasma in a magnetic cusp configuration is known stable

in the M.H.D. sense, though its loss is rather fast through

the magnetic open ends, i.e., the line and point cusps. Recently,

it is suggested and demonstrated by Sato et al that these end

losses are well suppressed by an additional rf fields applied at

the cusp ends. This is referred to as the rf plugging effect

and is also investigated theoretically by Watanabe and HatoriT

In order to understand and estimate the plugging effect

in a quantitative way, it is first necessary to study the

behaviour of the plasma in a static magnetic cusp without

applying any rf field. This is, in itself, quite interesting

3-4and important a problem of plasma physics and particle

5—9dynamics , because of its particular geometry and the

essential non~adiabaticity associated with B=0.

From this point of view, we have made a computational

analysis of the motion of charged particles in an axially

symmetric cusp field, and investigated the nature and extent

of a non-aciiabatic zone in the phase space. A particular

attention is paid to the final state of particles, i.e., to

how the initial velocity distribution defines the final

particle-escape pattei is through the cusp necks.

§2. Simple Cusp Field

Let us consider an axially symmetric magnetic field of

cusp configuration which is described by the stream function

ip - -r2z, (1)
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in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 6, z). Here the units

of length, Lo, and magnetic field strength, Bo, are understood.

The components and total strength of the field are given by

IJ = -2z , (2)

and B = <r* + 4 z 2 ) l / 2 .

The motion of a single charged particle with mass m and

charge e is investigated. Taking the unit of time To = mc/eBo,

we have a simple equation of motion

|f - v x I . (3)

Since the tuagnetic field is static and axially symmetric, we

have two constants of motion, the total velocity v and the

total angular momentum P.. For the particle coining close to

the origin (r=0,z=0), where the magnetic field vanishes, the

magnetic moment is no. a conserved quantity, and it behaves

non-adiabatically. This effect can be represented by a para-

meter :

K =_ p M L
(ra
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which implies the relative change of the magnetic field over

a gyroradius p = v/B. In the region where K is small enough

the motion is considered adiabatic. Apart from the vicinity

of r- or z-axis, K is of the same order as X = p/R, where R

is the magnetic radius of curvature. In Fig.l some character-

istic contours of the field are given.

Along a fixed line of force |4>| = i(> , the field strength

takes its minimum value B,, = /3 <Ji x/3 at Izj = (1/2)4

ra = 2 ty 2/3, so that there we haverc

= /2 v/B*
CC 3 *c

2/3 (5)

§3. Particle Injection from Null Field

As we are interested in the non-adiabatic effect on the

particle motion, a special consideration i.s done for the par-

ticle injection from the null field point. Now the total

angular momentum around the z-axis vanishes and the magnetic

moment cannot be defined.

In order to see he particle escape through the cusp necks,

i.e., two point cusps along the z-axis and a line cusp around

the z-axis, the equation of motion (1) is integrated numerically

with varying initial velocity vectors and fixed initial posi-

tion. The computation program was developed according to the

F.unge-Kutta-Gill method. The initial velocity space (vr> v z)
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is quantized to make square meshes with the step of Av = Av

- 0.01. Setting the confinement region (the size of device)

to be |x|, |y|, |z| £ 5 , the integration has been carried out

up to t = 60.

The result of calculation is mapped in Fig.2-a, where

the particle in each cell of initial velocity space is catego-

rized in accordance with the final conditions:

(A) Escaping out through the left point cusp (z < -5)

before t = 60.

(B) Escaping out through the right point cusp (z > +5)

before t = 60.

(C) Escaping out through the line cusp (|x|, |y| > 5)

before t = 60.

(D) Remaining in the confinement region up to t - 60.

In Fig.2 (showing only v_ > 0 half plane) we can see the bulk
z

structure of loss cones, i.e., type (B) along positive v z and

type (C) along v r directions, as well as scattered distribu-

tions between these loss cones.

The bulk structures are interpreted as the direct loss

from the cusp region. If the parameter x is meaningful, we

can introduce a critic >1 magnetic field intensity by (5)

and we may define a "non-adiabatic (NA) zone" inside the contour

B c , (7)
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which is an ellipsoids. To reproduce the bulk pattern in Fig.2-a,

we make a simple picture of NA zone by assuming the negligible

magnetic field. When a particle is injected from r0 = Zo = 0,

with a velocity v at an angle <J> from z-axis, it will run straight-

ly until it intersects the critical surface with a pitch angle

a given by

cos a =
 3 c o s 2 » ' 1 . (8)
/3

Since the particle behaves adiabatically outside the NA zone,

the condition for escaping through the cusp necks are given

as follows:

(A) Loss from the left point cusp:

•l - (Bc/B ) <. cos a < 1 , cos * < 0 .

(B) Loss from the right point cusp

•1 - (BQ/B ) < cos a < 1 , cos * > 0 .

(C) Loss from the line cusp

-i < cos a < -/I -

Here, B = 5 , and B. » 10 are the field intensities at the

corresponding cusp necks. We thus obtain the widths 4> a n d *•

of the loss cones for the injection:

- £ + /(I - JS)(9 - J2)cos «p - Jj (3 £ / J J
(9)

This simpli* 3d loss cone model is compared with the

computational results, and we can find in Fig.2-b that the
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pattern is well reproduced by the critical value of K - 1/3 -

1/6. This is very consistent with the estimate of non-

adiabaticity by Grad and van Norton, who investigated slightly

non-adiabatic cases and estimated the non-adiabaticity para-

meter of ~ 30 %. It should, however, be remarked that the

present treatment is rather confined to the particle behavior

deep inside the NA zone, in contrast to Grad and van Norton's

case.

For the scattered distribution in Fig.2-a, we can only

guess that they are lost after several mirror reflections.

§4. Particle Injection on the Axsis

The same kind of computer calculations as §3 has been

carried out for several injection points shifted axially (r« * 0,

z0 ^ 0). Here we have vanishing angular momentum again. The

results shown in Fig.3 - 5 are composed of three parts, the bulk

loss cones similar to Fig.2 with some distortion, the very remark-

able branch patterns, and the scattered or thin structures between

them.

For the bulk losses a similar analysis can be applied and

understood as well. IL is, on the contrary, very difficult to

explain the branch patterns and the scattered structure.

The value of K, however, seems independent of the velocity

v. This implies that the critical magnetic field B given by

(6), and therefore the scale length of any non-adiabatic effect

may be proportional to /v.

In other word*, as far as tc is independent of v, we have a



scaling law

L « Sv . (10)

This relation is directly verified by the inspection of Fig.3 -

5, i.e., if we take the velocity scale in these figures to be

proportional to z0
2, the patterns, including the branch struc-

tures, are quite similar to one another.

For the branch structures it is very interesting to see

that the lifetimes of the particles belonging to the same

branch are quite similar. Moreover, if we make orbit trajecto-

ries in the coordinate space, the branch particles seem to

arrive at the NA zone with nearly the sane values of gyration

phase angle. He, therefore, may say that these branches are

in some sense the diffraciton patterns shown in passing through

the NA zone. . . .. . •;; •; -•.>.

S5. Discussions and Remarks . •

The comparison of the'semi-quantitative analysis with the

computer calculation shows us

(i) that there is an effective boundary of NA zone in the

cusped field, approximately defined by K • 1/3 - 1/6,

(ii) that there is a remarkable scale law given by (10).

(iii) that the branch patterns shown in the cases z« ji 0

seen due to the diffraction caused by NA zone..

Here we must add some other remarks:

a) For considering particle confinement in the cusp device it
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should be necessary to take the distribution function into

account. If, for example„ we choose an isotropic Maxwellian

distribution with the thermal velocity v_ « 0.2 in the case

of central injection (ro • zo « Q ) , the computer result gives

the final distribution for v r
2 + v z

2 <_ 1, v 2 £ 0:

(A) 3.7 %

(B) 6.0 %

(C) 30.3 %

(P) 58.5 t

This means that about 60 % of particles remains after t « 60.

b> If we give the factor of normalization, say,

I»o * 10 cm,

and Bo » 10 KG,

then the cusp strengths are

B » 50 KG at z • ±50 cm,

Bf -100 KG at r * 50 cm,

and the time interval t * 60 corresponds to 0.624 ysec for

protons. The velocity scale v • 1 implies about 500 KeV

proton kinetic energy.

e) When the initial injection point is not on the z-axis, the

total angular momentum PQ will not in general vanish. In

this case we can have the Stormer zone for particle motion.

This is also reflected £n the patterns in the initial velocity

. space, but is open for further investigation.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Characteristic contours of the magnetic field given

by <l> = -r 2z.

Fig.2-a.Computed distribution map in initial velocity space

for starting point ro • 0 and z0 = 0. The particle

in each cell is categorized in accordance with the

final conditions:

(A) Escaping out through the left point cusp (z < -5)

before t = 60.

(B) Escaping out through the right point cusp (z > 5)

before t = 60.

(C) Escaping out through the line cusp (\x\, |y| > 5}

before t = 60.

(O) Remaining in the containment region up to t * 60.

IS denotes the particle of type (A),

• type (B), • type (C), and

Q type (D) .

Fig.2-b.Comparison of the semi-quantitative analysis with

the computer calculation shown in Fig.2-a. for

several values of K.

Fig.3. Computed distribution map in initial velocity space

for starting point r0 • 0, Zo " -1.0.

Fig.4. Computed distribution map in initial velocity space

for starting point r0 = 0, z© - -2.0.

Fig.5. Computed distribution map in initial velocity space

for starting point r0 - 0, Zo * -5.0.
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